collecting concentraled ._)lar radiation into an absorber cavity and transf,:rring this energy to a propellant as heat. Propellant gas can be heated to tempelatures approaching 4,500 *F and expanded in a rocket nozzle, creating low thrust with a high specific impulse (I_p). https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20020048434 2019-07-10T14:01:59+00:00Z
Although theSSE engines at'redesigned asthemlal-storage engint-s toaccommodate mission parameters, they are fullycapable ofoperating as,;calable, direct-gain engines. These et_gines are capable oflong life,high-temperature operation (upto4,500°F), _nd aremounted inadesigned-lor-flight insulating support structure, allowing them to withstand the dynamic launch environment aswell as high operatin_ temperatures inspace.
Engine Design Parameters
The Tables  I and 2 show the engine performance goals and reference configuration.
respectively. 
